EnterpriseSHIELD
Always Ahead of Fraud

End-to-End Online Fraud
Prevention for Enterprises

Product
Factsheet
Businesses are combining multiple services into single platform experiences to enable one-stop-access for
the modern consumer. As companies expand platform capabilities and introduce new features, more attack
vectors are prone to exploitation by fraudsters and platforms have additional checkpoints to secure. This
complicates fraud risk management and can lead to compromised customer experiences, tarnished brand
reputation, and potentially business-crippling fraud losses.
EnterpriseSHIELD is the only end-to-end fraud prevention solution trusted by the world's leading enterprises
and superapps to help them scale without risk. Powered by the Autonomous Risk Intelligence® platform,
SHIELD goes beyond rule-based fraud detection, performing link analysis and real-time pattern recognition
to uncover anomalous fraud patterns and block fraud attacks before they can cause any damage.

Secure Your Entire User Journey with a Single Platform

Why SHIELD

Proprietary AI Engine

Our proprietary AI engine crunches millions of data points, performing real-time pattern
recognition and link analysis to uncover anomalous fraud patterns before they can cause
any damage, effectively allowing you to stay ahead of fraud attacks. Our technology
identifies the root perpetrator, related transactions, and devices, preventing subsequent
attacks with the same patterns.

Global Intelligence Network

SHIELD profiles more than 7 billion devices and 500 million user accounts annually,
serving clients across Asia, the US, Europe, Middle East, and LATAM. Fraud attacks on our
clients are synced in real-time to the Global Intelligence Network, enabling you to
proactively block similar attacks on your business.

Trusted Anti-Fraud Partner

SHIELD has been helping digital platforms around the world mitigate fraud for over a
decade. Leveraging our vast repository of fraud use-cases, understanding of domainspecific threats and insights into industry best-practices on fraud management, we
provide best-in-class protection for your entire digital ecosystem. SHIELD partners with
you to calibrate business-specific fraud prevention policies based on your organization's
unique requirements.
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Future-prooﬁng your growth

Benefits
Scale Your Business without Risk

SHIELD mitigates the accelerated rate of fraud that accompanies hyper-growth companies, so
you can focus on driving sustained growth and dominate your markets

Always Ahead of Unknown Threats

Secure your business from fraud at all stages of growth, leveraging SHIELD's decade-long
experience in protecting the world's leading enterprises as they expanded into new products
and markets

End-to-End Protection

Protect all checkpoints in your digital ecosystem with a single platform, blocking complex fraud
scenarios in an ever-changing fraud environment.

Trusted By Leading Superapps & Enterprises

About Us
SHIELD is a mobile-first risk intelligence company. We help world-leading enterprises build
trust and safety by stopping fraud and abuse. Trusted across all continents by enterprises
such as Razer, Alibaba, and BEAT, we protect over 7 billion devices and 700 million user
accounts every year.
For more information on SHIELD, visit www.shield.com.
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